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QUESTION 1

In order to prevent all anonymous FTP users from listing uploaded file names, what security precaution can be taken
when creating an upload directory? 

A. The directory must not have the execute permission set. 

B. The directory must not have the read permission set. 

C. The directory must not have the read or execute permission set. 

D. The directory must not have the write permission set. 

E. The directory must not contain other directories. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

What command can be used to check the Samba configuration file? 

A. testconfig 

B. testsmbconfig 

C. smbtestcfg 

D. smbtestparm 

E. testparm 

Correct Answer: E 

 

QUESTION 3

What option in the client configuration file would tell OpenVPN to use a dynamic source port when making a connection
to a peer? 

A. src-port 

B. remote 

C. source-port 

D. nobind 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4
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What is the name of the module in Apache that provides the HTTP Basic Authentication functionality? (Please provide
ONLY the module name) 

A. mod_auth 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 5

Which keyword is used in the Squid configuration to define networks and times used to limit access to the service? 

A. acl 

B. allow 

C. http_allow 

D. permit 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: https://www.tecmint.com/configure-squid-server-in-linux/ 

 

QUESTION 6

After running ssh-keygen and accepting the default values, which of the following files are changed or created? (Choose
two.) 

A. ~/.ssh/id_rsa.key 

B. ~/.ssh/id_rsa.pub 

C. ~/.ssh/id_rsa.prv 

D. ~/.ssh/id_rsa.crt 

E. ~/.ssh/id_rsa 

Correct Answer: BE 

Reference: https://www.ssh.com/ssh/keygen/ 

 

QUESTION 7

Which file, on a majordomo server, will contain a list of all members\\' email addresses for the mailing list "linux-users"?
(Enter only the file name). 

A. linux-users 
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Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 8

Which of the following statements is true regarding the NFSv4 pseudo file system on the NFS server? 

A. It must be called /exports 

B. It usually contains bind mounts of the directory trees to be exported 

C. It must be a dedicated partition on the server 

D. It is defined in the option Nfsv4-Root in /etc/pathmapd.conf 

E. It usually contains symlinks to the directory trees to be exported 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 9

Which option is used to configure pppd to use up to two DNS server addresses provided by the remote server? 

A. ms-dns 

B. nameserver 

C. usepeerdns 

D. dns 

E. None of the above 

Correct Answer: E 

 

QUESTION 10

You are not sure whether the kernel has detected a piece of hardware in your machine. What command, without options
or parameters, should be run to present the contents of the kernel ringbuffer? 

A. dmesg 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 11
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When trying to reverse proxy a web server through Nginx, what keyword is missing from the following configuration
sample? 

location / { 

_________ http://proxiedserver:8080; 

} 

A. remote_proxy 

B. reverse_proxy 

C. proxy_reverse 

D. proxy_pass 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 12

In which file, on an INN news server, can access to the news server be configured? (Enter only the file name). 

A. readers.conf 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 13

A user requests a "hidden" Samba share, named confidential, similar to the Windows Administration Share. How can
this be configured? 

A. [confidential] comment = hidden share path = /srv/smb/hidden write list = user create mask = 0700 directory mask =
0700 

B. [$confidential] comment = hidden share path = /srv/smb/hidden write list = user create mask = 0700 directory mask =
0700 

C. [#confidential] comment = hidden share path = /srv/smb/hidden write list = user create mask = 0700 directory mask =
0700 

D. [%confidential] comment = hidden share path = /srv/smb/hidden write list = user create mask = 0700 directory mask
= 0700 

E. [confidential$] comment = hidden share path = /srv/smb/hidden write list = user create mask = 0700 directory mask =
0700 

Correct Answer: E 
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QUESTION 14

Which of the following configuration lines will export /usr/local/share/ to nfsclient with read- write access, ensuring that
all changes are straight to the disk? 

A. /usr/local/share nfsclient(rw) written 

B. nfsclient: /usr/local/share/:rw,sync 

C. /usr/local/share nfsclient:rw:sync 

D. /usr/local/share nfsclient(rw,sync) 

E. nfsclient(rw,sync) /usr/local/share 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 15

nfsd, portmap and ________ daemons must be running on an NFS server. 

A. mountd 

Correct Answer: A 
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